Abstract-This work establishes the threshold performance of noncausal smoothing filters used for tracking residual carrier signals when performance is limited by both phase process noise and additive receiver noise. Previous work [ 13 based entirely on linear theory predicts significant improvements in phase estimation by using smoothing filters as compared with using causal phase-locked loops (PLLs). For phase process noise having a l/f3 spectral density, which is typical of many oscillators, linear theory predicts a reduction in phase estimation error of 5 dB for the same phase-noise and receiver-noise magnitudes. Alternatively, linear theory predicts the ability of a smoother to track a 7.5-dB weaker signal with the same mean-square phase error, under the same conditions of phase process noise. Simulations show that the smoothers achieve an effective loop signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) within 0.5 dB of linear theory when the linear theory predicts an effective loop SNR as low as 11.4 dB. Under the same conditions, an optimum PLL would have a linear-model effective loop SNR of only 6.4 dB and would perform more than 1-dB worse that this, with many cycle slips.
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INTRODUCTION
The general problem of estimating the phase of a carrier signal corrupted by thermal noise and a random phase process is highly nonlinear. When the conditions are such that the estimation error is fairly small, the performance can be well predicted by a linear model. For example, linear models for phase-locked loops (PLLs) are reasonably accurate when the mean-square phase error is less than approximately 0.1 rad2. The linear model is not adequate in the threshold region when cycle slipping occurs. To obtain a simple model to predict the Performance of noncausal filters and to find optimum filters, previous work [l] has treated the problem as linear. The current work determines the valid range of the linear model and the useful range of the smoothing filters, i.e., the range above threshold.
The linear analysis models the received carrier signal as a random phase process plus additive white receiver noise. From Wiener filtering theory, the optimum linear estimator of the phase process is the noncausal filter, or smoother, with transfer function where S, ( f) and S, ( f) are the two-sided spectral densities of the signal phase process being estimated and of the additive random-noise process, respectively. Since S,@ and S,,@ are real-valued and even-symmetric about zero frequency, so is Ho, and so is the corresponding weighting function, h&. Thus, the optimum estimator is a symmetric smoothing filter with an infinite delay.
In specifying the phase stability of oscillators, the spectral density of the phase noise typically is given in terms of Lo, which is the phase-noise density f Hz from the oscillator nominal frequency, with f being either positive or negative. The natural units of L i ' $ are rad2/Hz, or, in decibels, dB-rad2/Hz. When L@ is measured by spectral analysis, it often is expressed in decibels per Hertz relative to the total ' 0-78036599-2/01/$10.00 0 2001 JEEE The research described in this publication was carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, under a contract With the National Aeronautics and Space Adm~nistration.
oscillator power, or dBc/Hz; this is numerically equivalent to dBrad'/Hz. In this work, we model the phase process as a low-pass process that phase modulates an ideal sinusoid. Since half of the power in the low-pass modulatio'n process goes intlo each side of the oscillator nominal frequency, the one-sided spectral density of the low-pass phase process is S&I = .?Lfl radz/Hz. Expressing the additive noise in the same urnits requires normalization by the signal power, so the noise spectral density is Ndp, rad2/Hz, where P, is the oscillator power and No is the spectral density of the original additive noise process.
The case considered in this and the previous work is that when the signal is a phase process, O(t), with one-sided spectral density
The simulations were conducted for a = 3, because this is typical of oscillator noise, but the analytical results are presented for general a: >1. The optimum filter has transfer fimction [ 11 The optimum smoother is not realizable because it has infinite (extent in time. One way to approximate it is to assume i3 filter of a fixed shape and to optimize only the bandwidth of the filter. This was done for several fdter shapes. It was shown [l] that a filter of any shape can be characterized by a parameter bo, which is defincd as the optimum bandwidth for that shape filter when No = 2PJ( 1).
Then, for a filter with parameter bo, the optimum bandwidth as a function of the phase and noise spectral densities is [ 11 (4)
and the minimum mean-square phase-estimation error is
Besides the oscillator noise case with a = 3, the case of a = 813 is of particular interest because it is characteristic of phase noise caused by propagation through charged particles, such as when a signal passes close to the Sun.
Although this case was not simulated, the results .would be expected to be similar to the simulated cases, because 813 is close to 3. Tracking results for Pioneer 10 using optimum phase-locked loops are given elsewhere [2].
The miinimum mean-square error also can be expressed in terms of L(1), PJNO, and the filter-shape bandwidth parameter, bo, as This is the minimum mean-square error that can be achieved by optimizing the bandwidth of a filter with shape characterized by bo, which in turn depends on the filter shape and a.
Examining Eq. (6), it is interesting that when the fdter shape is fixed but the bandwidth is optimized, the mean-square error increases only as the lla power of the phase-noise density and as the (1-a)la power of the receiver-noise density. In particular, it increases less rapidly with receiver noise than when the bandwidth is fixed. The primary objectives of the simulation were to establish the smoother performance in the linear region of operation and to determine where it approaches threshold. Because threshold effects are dependent on the details of implementation of the entire phase estimation and demodulation process, another objective of the simulation was to test different confgurations of the overall smoothing system in order to isolate the best among them.
The triangular-shaped weighting-function approximation to the optimum smoother was used because of its finite extent and ease of implementation. The equations of the linear smoother do not define a complete implementable solution to the noncausal phase-tracking problem because of the sinusoidal phase nonlinearities. However, intuitively, one would expect the linear model to be accurate when the values of the phase being estimated are "small" within the smoother's window. For example, for an observation window extending from -TI2 to TI2 s, one would expect the linear model to be reasonably accurate when the magnitude of the phase input to the smoother is less than about 0.3 rad everywhere within this region. The simulations support this rationale. Thus, one of the main problems in implementing the smoother is to keep the phase small throughout the estimation interval.
To understand the rationale for the method of reducing the phase error at the smoother input, note that the smoother is not sensitive to linear phase changes. In other words, because the optimum linear smoother is indeed linear, the same result is obtained if a linear change in the input is made, then the smoother is applied, and finally the change to the input is removed at the output. Thus, the optimality of the smoother is not changed if the input signal is shifted by a frequency that is constant over the time extent of the smoother.
Following the above rationale, the general approach to reducing phase error at the smoother input is to translate the input phase using the predicted phase and the estimated frequency at the center of each smoother interval. Several methods for estimating frequency and phase were tried, as discussed in Section3. The method that worked best and was used for the fmal simulations was to track the input signal with a phase-locked loop. The average numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) frequency and the previous smoother phase estimate are used to estimate the phase for the next smoother interval. A cycle-slip detector is used to detect cycle slips in the PLL. When these occur, the NCO values during the slips are ignored so that they will not corrupt the estimates of the PLL's average frequency. More on this is mentioned in the next section. Fig. 1 depicts the main components of the smoother simulation. The PLL tracks the input signal using a type I1 PLL with the optimum bandwidth for the conditions of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and phase-noise density. To minimize the phase error inside the smoother observation windows, linear curve fitting is performed by modeling the instantaneous phase process in the interval -TI2 I t 2 TI2 s as being of the form 8(t) = 8, + 6 t . The PLL frequency is averaged over the smoothing interval to obtain an estimate,
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
6
, of the average NCO frequency. An estimate of phase, e,, is obtained fkom the previous smoother output, extrapolated to the center of the present smoothing interval using 6 . Thus, a linear phase prediction is obtained for the current smoothing phase interval expressed by Eq. (A-1 1) of the Appendix in the discrete implementation of this algorithm.
A
The simulations have shown that the performance of the noncausal receiver was very dependent on the accuracy of the 6 and 6 estimates. To quantify the impact of these estimates, a case was run wherein the estimates were derived from linear fits to the actual input phase process (which is possible only in a simulation). As expected, this gave the best performance, very close to the theoretical predictions.
A total of four frequency-tracking methods were simulated, including the PLL. These were (1) a fkequency-locked loop (FLL); (2) a fast Fourier transform (FFT>based estimator; (3) differencing of the last two smoother phase estimates; and (4) a PLL-based estimator. In our simulations, the frequency estimation was performed in parallel with the smoothing process so that it did not distort the spectrum of the signal samples fed into the smoother array. In an actual situation, any shifts in phase performed before the smoother, say by a PLL, have to be canceled in the smoother algorithm in order to preserve the spectrum of the tracked signal. See Applying the user-defined values of PONO and of the phasenoise spectrum, the simulating program sets the optimum bandwidths of the smoother and of the other tracking devices. At the end of the run, the program computes the statistics of the phase error and of the cycle slips in different loops and compares these with the theoretical predictions.
The best results, in terms of the smoother's minimum phaseerror variance, were obtained when the smoother was aided by PLL-based frequency estimates. The limiting factor in this method (thresholding) comes from cycle slips that the PLL experiences at low SNR values. Because of
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noncausality of the smoother, some of these cycle slips can be detected and accounted for when computing the average frequency. In the simulation, an algorithm was used to bypass the PLL's cycle-slip regions, which typically lasted about 20 NCO phase samples out of about 400 or more samples in the observation window. This strategy significantly improved the performance of the smoother in the region of cycle slipping. There was no difficulty in handling two or more consecutive cycle slips. It was observed that, at low SNR values, the smoother also experiences "cycle slips" when its phase estimates become off by 27c rad relative to the input phase process. Assessment of the impact of these cycle slips on the demodulated data was outside the scope of our simulations.
SIMULATION &EWLTS
Because the PLL frequency-estimation method yielded the best results, detailed results are presented only for this case.
Then the results for other cases are discussed briefly, These other cases were not studied sufficiently that the results should be considered to be conclusive. In other words, there is still a possibility that some implementation using one of these methods may be better than the PLL method.
A. Results for Frequency Estimation by PLL
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the simulation results for the system using the PLL to estimate the frequency for the smoother interval; they present the results for this system for phase process noise spectral densities at 1 Hz from the carrier ofL(1) = lo4, and lo-' rad'&. The simulation results also are presented in Tables 2(a) through 2(f).
The figures show the effective p (effective loop SNR) of the causal (PLL) and noncausal receivers as functions of PJNo. The effective p is defined as the inverse of the phase-error variance. This is consistent with the usual definition of loop SNR for PLLs operating in the linear region and with negligible phase process noise.
Each simulation point is based on 6 x lo6 samples, which is equivalent to 16 hours of continuous tracking. Triangular windowing was used in all cases. No reinitialization of loop parameters was done after cycle slips, so that the degradation values reported here should correspond to reallife statistics. Each phase error was taken modulo 2x, in the region +7c, in calculation of the phase-error statistics. Thus, the results are appropriate for studying the loss in telemetry SNR or radio loss but are not applicable to Doppler navigation. Details for one SNR: First, consider the results for PJNo= 10 dB-Hz. At this point, the linear model for the PLL yields an effective p of 9.94 dB. Since 10 dB is the minimum effective p recommended for use in telemetry systems, this is the approximate threshold for useful telemetry. (Note that the actual loop SNR required to achieve this effective loop S N R is 1.76-dB higher because of the contribution of phase process noise to rms phase error.) The simulation results for the PLL achieve an effective p of 9.55 dB, or approximately 0.40-dB lower than the theoretical curve, which is fairly consistent with other PLL results. For the smoother, the effective p of the linear model is 14.80 dB, or 4.86-dB higher than for the PLL, according to the ratio of the optimum bandwidth parameters bo in Table 1 . The simulation results for the smoother achieve an effective p of 14.64 dB, which is 5.1-dB better than the PLL. The performance is approximately 0.9-dB below the linear theory. Considering this to be the threshold is consistent with the 10-dB effective p that is used for PLL telemetry receivers. It is very interesting that the smoother operates at all under these conditions, because the underlying PLL is slipping cycles very frequently. From the curve for PLL simulation results in Fig. 2(a) , we see that a PJNo of 10.8 dB-Hz is required to achieve an effective p of 10 dB with a PLL. The smoother threshold of PJNo = 4 dB-Hz to achieve a 10-dB effective p is approximately 6.8-dB lower than the PLL threshold of PJNo = 10.8 dB-Hz.
Results for
Results for Other Values of Phase Noise.
The results for other values of phase-noise spectral density, shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), scale as expected according to the linear theory. In the linear region, increasing phase-noise density by 10 dB decreases effective p by 3.30 dB, when PJNo is ,held constant. Increasing phase-noise density by 10 dB increases the PJNo required to achieve a given effective p by 5 dB; specifically, the threshold is increased by 5 dB. 
B. Resullts for FFT-based Frequency Estimation
Using an FFT-based scheme to estimate the frequency of the tracked signal would seem to enable operation at lower SNR values because the FFT does not suffer from cycle slilps. However, in our simulations, this scheme resulted i n poorer SNR performance than the PLL,-based scheme. Table4 shows the relative SNR performance when using PLL-and FFT-derived frequency estimates. FFT computations were based on the same samples that the smoother used in its observation window. The samples were scaled by weights with a triangular windowing shape (the same as for the smoother); then the samples were padded with enough zeroes to fill an FFT array of 2'' complex samples in order to improve frequency resolution. There exist methods to improve the accuracy of FFT frequency estimates, but these were not pursued in our simulations.
C. Results for Frequency Estimation by Phase Differencing
Frequency estimates based on the smoother's last two phase estimates were not as good ,as the ones obtained from PLL frequency values. When the smoother is linearized by PLL-derived frequency estimates, the twopoint estimates are reasonably good, although a little noisier than the other frequency-estimating schemes. However, when the smoother is controlled by the twopoint smoother-derived frequency estimates, the performance drops noticeably. The performance of this scheme needs further investigation. Increasing the number of smoother phase-estimated values f k m the last two to the last N/2 improves the quality of the: frequency estimates and, hence, the performance of the smoother, but still this improvement falls short of what onle gets with the PLLbased algorithm. Table 4 shows the relative SNR performance when using PLLs and the last NI2 smootherpoints-derived frequency estimates.
D. Results for FLL-Based Frequency Estimation
No useful results for our study were obtained from simulations with a cross-product frequency-locked loop, which is considered a "classic" among similar automatic frequency control devices [4]. The main limitation of this loop, as well as of all similar FLL devices, is its inherent squaring loss, which requires a relatively high PJNo value in order to stay locked on a signal with rapidly changing frequency. In the region of interest to us, which was for PJNo values below 15 dB-Hz, the FLL would simply not track the fast changing frequency of a signal corrupted by phase noise. This may have been because the various parameters of the FLL, including predetection bandwidth and loop bandwidth, were not optimized. This optimization was outside of the scope of this work.
In summary, the simulation has shown that fi-equency estimates obtained from linear fits to NCO phase values are reasonably good even when the PLL is experiencing occasional cycle slips, which become quite ftequent below 5.5 dB of effective loop SNR.
ITERATIVE SMOOTHING
As suggested by Dr. Peter Kimnan, the smoothing operation can be performed multiple times over the same data set to improve the smoother's phase estimates and SNR performance. One way of implementing this iterative scheme is first to run the smoother with any of the desired frequency compensation schemes while saving to a file the smoother's phase estimates. Then, on the next smoother run, these saved phase values are used to get more accurate frequency estimates. Care should be taken to align properly in time past and current phase estimates.
Because the smoother's effective SNR always is better than that of a PLL for the same signal conditions, the frequency estimates computed from the smoother's phase values also will be better than the ones derived from the PLL's phase values (or any other scheme that we tested). Hence, +e smoother's performance improves on the second run. The smoothing process can be repeated any number of times until no further performance improvement is achieved. The curve in Fig. 3 was obtained averaging statistics over 6 x lo6 samples per point with PLL-based fi-equency estimates on the first pass. With the iterative smoothing approach, the most noticeable improvement in p is achieved on the second pass, with asymptotically diminishing improvements on each subsequent pass. The improvement in SNR on the second pass is about 0.27 dB.
At high SNR values, say at PJNo > 7 dB-Hz, when the degradation is smaller that 0.3 dB, repeating the smoothing process might not be worthwhile.
CONCLUSION
It has been shown that a smoothing filter has significant advantages over a phase-locked loop and is practical to implement. Specifically, it has been shown that
(1) The threshold signal SNR, PONO, for phasecoherent tracking useful for telemetry systems is approximately 6.8-dB lower when a smoother is used in conjunction with a PLL than when a PLL alone is used.
(2) Linear theory, which predicts that a smoother can achieve a given phase-estimation error with 7 . 5 4 3 lower signal SNR than a PLL, is accurate to within 0.5 dB when the effective smoother loop SNR is at least 12 dB.
(3) For fixed conditions of signal SNR and phase noise, the smoother achieves an effective loop SNR, p, of 5-dB higher than a PLL.
(4) #en a PLL operates at the minimum threshold for useful telemetry, the smoother improves the telemetry bit SNR (reduces radio loss) by 2.7 dB with (15,1/4) convolutionally encoded data.
( 5 ) At low signal SNR values, the smoothing process can be repeated several times in order to improve performance. 
APPENDIX
DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION ALGORITHM
Let PJN, be the ratio of carrier power-to-thermal noise spectral density of the tracked signal, At be the sampling time, and Lv) = (l)/f" be the two-sided spectral density of the phase noise (a = 3 for flicker noise and a = 8/3 for scintillati on noise). During the computer simulations, phase-noise samples 8 , with the desired spectral density are read fkom a file. These samples phase modulate the complex signal, s, = e'", , which, for convenience, has been normalized to have P, = 1. Thermal noise samples, n,, being zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables, with variance for each component 0,' = N o /2PcAt, are added to the signal. The resulting complex signal-plusnoise samples, x, = s, + n,, are fed into the first-in, fnst-out (FIFO>type smoother array of size N.
SMOOTHER PARAMETERS
Using results given in [l] , the smoother bandwidth is set to its optimum value, namely, and, due to phase noise, will be
The tatal variance will be simply the sum of the two, namely,
Osm-rot 2 --Osm-rh 2 cTsm-ph 2 .
PLLPARAMETERS
A PLL precedes the smoother to track the unmodeled phase components of the tracked signal. The NCO instant,meous phase values, Onco-i , which are stored in a FIFO-type array, are needed to estimate 6 -and 6 to linearize the phase in the smoothing interval; see Fig. 1 . Because the tracking by a PLL distorts the spectrum of the tracked signal, it is necessary to restore the original signal spectrum so that the smoother operates under optimum conditions. This is done during the correlation process by introducing the term into the reference signal, Eq. (A-7). This in effect cancels the PLL factor e-je"CO' For optimum performance, the PLL bandwidth is computed as suggested in [l] , namely, The P I L variance due to thermal noise is
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and to phase noise is
C. Phase-Estimate Update
The total phase estimate is obtained by correcting the model phase estimate with the value of the residual phase obtained from the correlation process, namely,
The total variance is again the sum of the two, namely, 2 -2
The frequency of the tracked signal, e,, at the instant ti-p+l)12 was estimated from the slope of the least-squares linear fits to the N PLL NCO phase values, ~,,neo,i...~nco,l-N (the same N as for the smoother).
Dpll-tot -cJ;ll-rh + Opll-ph .
SMOOTHING ALGORITHM
The main steps of the smoothing algorithm are (1) correlation, (2) delta phase estimate, (3) phaseestimate update, (4) phase-error and signal-frequency computation, and (5) model phase update. Mathematically, these steps are as follows.
A. Correlation
At time ti, the complex signal-plus-noise sample xi =(si + ni) is fed into the FIFO-type array {x}. The array is correlated with the reference signal, r, to give
The variable k designates the relative position in the array and corresponds to a delay of kAT s. The purpose of the reference ri-k = e -j( -enco,j-L+Bm,j_(N,1),Z+~j-(N+1),2-I~(N+I),2-f 1 (A-7) is to restore the spectrum of the tracked signal by removing the NCO phase value, and to "linearize" the signal inside the smoothing interval in order to improve the estimation of 0, at time ti-(N+1)/2, i.e., in the middle of 'the array. Here @,,i-(N+l,12 is the 'hodel" or predicted phase, o~-(~+~)~~-~ is the estimated frequency for time ti-(N+~)/~-~, and wk is the triangular (or some other) weighting function.
B. Delta Phase Estimation
The smoother computes the phase difference between the tracked and the reference signal by performing the fourquadrant arc-tangent operation on the complex variable 2 defined in Eq. (A-6): 
E. Phase-Model Update
Finally, the modeled or predicted phase for the next iteration is computed using the relation
The operations described by equations (A-6) through (A-11) are repeated for each smoothing phase update instant.
The statistics of the phase error, $+, are evaluated at the end of the run, and the effective SNR of the smoother, 
